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Jada - Private 

 

Hello April -Game Changer - superior portal opening of decondtioning - reclaiming your mojo - next 

stage of mass awakening. 

 

If your March experiential journey in the inner flow of Panta Rhei was a swirling of crystalline fluid 

input with the fire of all life, an expression of confusion, chaos, action and clarity, April, will be 

pretty straightforward. 

 

The first chapter in the second year volume of your individual log and your adaptability in the 

alchemical trinity process is now integrating all encoded vibrations in the planetary transition 

moment in a rather rapid forward/upward dynamic. 

 

Right off the bat, you feel competitive and passionate quickly, opening up your needed confidence 

to get you out of the last work-rich 12 cycle - after all, all the helpers the first half of the month 

Sun, Mercury, Venus, Chiron (and for a few days the Moon) are all in Aries. 

 

The first day of the universal month of April 9 begins with a lot of energy. 

 

Listen to your container, pay attention to your individual needs. You may be guided to eat 

significantly less than usual and take more rest periods - Energieswitch Detox program - your 

container is flooded with nourishing tachyons fill your account and give yourself this time. 

 

If your day-to-day experience has triggered some resistance/inertia/lethargy through the multiple 

March energy uploads and its ancient conditioning blowups, now at the end, Mercury moving into 

Aries on 4/4 will harness the full extent of your mind and unleash the raw power of unfiltered 

thoughts. 

 

Your highest expansion requires unity, oneness and the inner responsibility to awaken and self-

actualize. 
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It begins the reconnection of plutonium essences, a dissolving wake-up effect, of many new 

companions of your soul in the ups and downs of never-ending transmutation of self. 

 

You write your chapter moment by moment, reclaiming and reviving the parts we have 

fragmented, ignored or denied in the past. When we reclaim our wholeness, we activate our 

highest blueprint of mastery so that all parts can find their right relationship and alignment within 

ourselves. 

 

Let the clarity of the Messenger of the Gods and his Intellectual Firepower inspire you to 

communicate more boldly, but be careful not to be too harsh in interactions as you may hurt the 

feelings of others. 

 

However, the true emotional intensity of April will really kick in on 9/4 when Mars dialogues with 

sensitive and scattered Neptune, conjunct Mercury with Chiron (9° Aries). 

 

The already executed March activation of your greatest core wound (thanks to Chiron) to self-

realize and embody your mastery is the highest upgrade of your container so far. So far, you have 

been completely unconsciously reproducing the scar tissue and muscle memory of your past 

injuries and wounds into your container. 

 

Your operating system of muscle memory and emotional water can reinforce old trauma 

structures/conditioning and survival mechanisms that were once used to survive. 

 

When we breathe pure energy/light through our awakened heart, we can cleanse and transmute 

this memory from our own cells. Wisdom becomes a powerful filtering mechanism to purify the 

wholeness of all experience through the mastery (practicing love in Unity Consciousness requires 

discipline to limit the toxic herb of judgment and evaluation to zero) of our being. 

 

Some old memories of past hurts may resurface during this transit. Uncomfortable 

patterns/structures that have accompanied you during your quest for growth in all imaginable 

formations throughout your lifetime. 

 

Take the opportunity to understand yourself on a deeper level instead of hiding from your true 

essence. 

 

These old hurts do not define you, but they are part of you and your personal history. 

 

When you become aware of your karmic relationship, you realize what interactional entanglements 

and thus incorporated earthlings are serving you on a platter. They may not be the gifts you desire, 

being outside your comfort zone.  But they are the gifts you need to take your itinerary to a higher 

plateau/level - once you recognize the apparent challenge, it is no longer a challenge but a gift. 

 

Still in Aries season, you will reach new depths by 11/4. The Aries spark of creation belongs to the 

mental body, initiating the mind-body connection and the lens of relationship to our thoughts, 

actions and results. 

 

An important level that is often bypassed or ignored is the emotional body. Our feelings and 

sensations store information and memories in the waters of our emotional body. Since the physical 

body is 70-80% water, our emotional body has the ability to support and reinforce our desires and 

intentions, or it can sabotage and block our intentions from an invisible blind spot below the 

surface, taking up unconscious space under the radar. 

 

Another turning point occurs at the New Moon/In Aries (CEST - 05:33:04h - 22° Aries - 

accompanied by sextile Mars /Twini, sextile Saturn/Aquarius and a Pluto/Capricorn square). 

 

All planets involved in this craziness are in an energetic doer mood. Challenging you to pioneer, 

explore, take a stand, and engage in projects that define the truth of who we are. 

 

A perfect opportunity to align your whole heart with your highest purpose. 

 



12/4 Venus/Pluto (26° Aries, 26° Capricorn) your emotions are likely to meet your dark source of 

emotion field, deeper, more vulnerable but also more alive than you've been used to. 

 

As we awaken the life spirits and align with our container to receive feedback, we must learn to see 

and honor the expressions of our current water rather than trying to push mind over matter to get 

where we want to go or to manage and control our experience. 

 

When you surrender your mind to the heart to awaken to a higher octave of universal love, this 

aligned frequency of communication activates throughout your system. 

 

The heart speaks the language of love, your mind follows this, the sparkling consciousness of all-

encompassing universal love flows into the fluid cellular consciousness. The daily dialogue and all 

the unconscious conversations scatter prisms in your present embodiment that then transmute 

memories of pain, trauma and fear as you calibrate the frequency of love in the cellular structure. 

 

The good news is that once you clear out what is dead and decayed, you reconnect with your heart 

from a more authentic sovereign place.  

 

Let yourself be consumed by the overwhelming desire to better yourself to win your game of life. 

But please with mindfulness, you may be a little too obsessed with being the best of everyone - 

16/4 the Sun will align with domineering Pluto, paving the way for overstuffed egos and reckless 

behavior. 

 

Fantastically, the grounded energy of Taurus seeps into our cosmos as early as 14/4 and Venus the 

planet of love moves into her home sign. It starts an otherworldly sensual, luxurious and romantic 

vibration that will materialize and enrich all facets of interaction. 

 

With Venus in Taurus, you will find it easier to connect and honor emotions, discovering it's okay to 

be YOU - without guilt or self-doubt creating a breeding ground. 

 

The life of an Earthling is all about uncovering the path in the jungle of relationship entanglements 

building blocks of unity consciousness. This ultimate journey of the heart begins with the 

understanding that relationship begins within a self. Of course, through ancient conditioning, we 

carry a longing for security and look outside to find the answer. But an earthling life is not about 

finding something in the outer field through someone else a guarantor that provides us security. 

 

We are here to live our unique self -through decontamination of homogenization- Now.   

 

On April 17, 2021, Mercury (at 26 ° Aries) encodes Pluto (at 26 ° Capricorn) square. The positive 

manifestation of the Mercury/Pluto square is a depth of thought, introspection, and a healthy 

concern for uncovering truth. A great time/space structure to do deep intellectual work, inquiry or 

discovery. Negative expression obsessive thoughts and power struggles make an appearance. 

 

18/4 (29°/Aries) - the Mercury/Sun conjunction is the ideal space to materialize/manifest things 

that have experienced their initiation on 8/2. This conjunction carries an energy - manifestation 

energy - similar to that of the Full Moon (this particular conjunction always occurs midway through 

Mercury's direct cycle)   

 

Careful, relaxed vibrations will occur until 19/4, then when Mercury settles in the second half of the 

month (19/4) and Sun likewise settles in Taurus you will experience this shift. 

 

In Taurus, everything is about concrete steps and concrete results. If we felt inspired and had lots 

of ideas during the Aries season, now is the time to make things happen. Taurus will give us the 

practical intelligence and perseverance we need to make our ideas a reality. 

 

It slows down your thought process and encourages you to look at decisions carefully and critically 

with patience. If the Aries season was comparable to a cheetah's speed, Taurus is the tortoise. 

 

Relationship interactions will experience a shake up on 22/4 when the Venus-Uranus conjunction 

(10° Taurus - Uranus surprise) occurs. It sometimes takes these shakes to remind us if we are 

truly faithful to our heart's deepest desire/will. 



 

Sudden endings and beginnings are already encoded, needing deeply primal energetic shifts to 

allow for completely new interpersonal interactions. 

 

23/4 Mars moves into the protective, emotional house of the threshold and will slow things down 

even further. Which may cause you to procrastinate a bit, or be especially sensitive to outside 

stimuli before taking the leap forward. 

 

Mars is the planet of action, and Cancer/House of Threshold Cancer -a cardinal sign- is the sign of 

privacy and security, your comfort zone. It supports you over the next six weeks to draw stronger 

boundaries and fight for what's important to you. Mars in the house of Threshold may seem 

emotional and fragile, but is hard as stone and will not hesitate to fight back when what is 

important to you is threatened. 

 

On 24/4 conjunct communication/ Mercury and surprising turns to freedom alignment/Uranus at 10 

° Taurus. Exciting profound insights and breakthroughs, "aha" moments and important 

announcements are already in-fused. 

 

As we rewrite Log- Book and flip the switch from previous wounds to current mastery, we realize 

that we need all of our experiential particles to grow. Likewise, we need each other as the 

awakened wholeness of love for our galaxy, solar system, planet to thrive. 

 

As we perform all these frequency input actions, we begin to collaborate on the divine orchestration 

of oneness through unity and love. New possibilities are emerging and now everything is 

awakening. 

 

Creative expression of all kinds and types allow mind and heart to merge into unity - it becomes 

easier to articulate your emotions more convincingly - supported by Mercury/Venus 25/4 at 13° 

Taurus. 

 

The month ends with a brilliant showdown -27/4 the 2nd super full moon (of four CEST 05:31:32h) 

in Scorpio 07°- throughout the cosmos intensity and shockwaves vibrate and incredibly deep 

seated truths will swing to the surface through this awakening shake. 

 

All full moons in Scorpio are hyper intense and this one is no exception. She is opposite Uranus in 

Taurus and trine Mars in Cancer - while the fluid sign waters the emotion fields Uranus is trying to 

unlock the next possible exit. 

 

Pluto turns retrograde on 27/4 (26° Capricorn), ushering in an even slower, spiritual period of inner 

transformation on 26/4. Embrace the process of accepting new beginnings. Pluto is most powerful 

when stationed. So around this date we can expect Plutonian events, issues related to power, 

transformation, and surrender to forces greater than ourselves. 

 

 30/4 - Sun/Uranus conjunction 10 ° Taurus the longing for freedom will ring loud in the ether - 

revise your human definition of freedom -. 

 

freedom is to be your true self 

 

The key energy of the second band in the trinity process April 1st chapter is clarity, creation spark 

and forward momentum. 

 

Body correspondence - occipital cortex - right, maxilla, mandible - stored emotions, joint pain, 

Achilles tendon, cranial triangle back - zeal chakra- dew of creation and forehead triangle front, 

olfactory system, lymphatic swellings, water retention legs, hands, secretion -secretions, sputum, 

Emptying, stomach entrance-pancreas overstimulation, sudden ad hoc nausea + vomiting, -solar 

plexus chakra, skin hypersensitivity, crystallization process-sound hypersensitivity, light sensitivity-

illumination-enrichment, sensory refinement- clairaudience, clairaudience,    

 

star coding codon - 10- 17-38-21-51-25 

 

Chakras 3- 4 - 5 - 9- 44 



 

Turning days - 19. 

 

Portal days - 1st to 8th inclusive. 

 

As usual in event-rich change amplitudes, quick current updates line up again in month 4 into the 

new experience level- short-term updates follow. 

 

Aids - Detox , easily digestible photon food, Yoga- Nidra, Solfeggio 174, 471, 639, 852,3x 

hydration,   

 

To all a great start to the 9 universal growth month of April and a magical light filled Spring/Easter. 

 

Thank you also to the appreciation shown /transmitted for this space - an infinite multiple of 

blessings back. 

 

J.A. 

 

 

donation : 

IBAN: DE11 7509 0500 0000 1365 96 

SWIFT BIC: GENODEF 1S05 
 
 author text:  Jada Aleksandra Seidel Blog https://kosmischesgefluester.blog/ 
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 Information on the current development of mankind 

  www.Zeropoint-News.com 

  

 

 Donation: Invite me for a coffee:    

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.zeropoint-news.com 

which is constantly adapted to the latest information and presentations of current developments. We reproduce our own and 
external comments on the Zeropoint News. A part or the whole page has been translated by an automatic translation from 
www.deepl.com.  Pass it on to your family, friends and relatives - to everyone in all parts of the world.  Join in presenting these 
incomparable messages in many languages. This good machine translation will help you to spread them faster and better.   
Please note: Since we do it in so many languages, we cannot change the translations fundamentally. We will only revise the 
translated text if someone in our project has mastered the language.  We wish you many AHA experiences with your 
translation. 
 At the service of the project: Your Ralf A. Seger 
 

 

MahaJyoti Vision 

 

More actual information you get here  as well as earlier messages: 
www.zeropoint-news.com,    Das Neue Licht - de MahaJyoti Visión,   Der-Meister-Verlag.com 

subscribe Email-Newsletter:   https://db-nl.zeropoint-news.com 

Telegram.org  canal Información und chat en Canal DE MahaJyoti Vision     +34 644532244 
               Canal ES - Zeropoint-news.coms      +34 644532244 
  Channel EN - Zeropoint-news.coms   +34 644532244 
 
WhatsApp gruppe:                MahaJyoti Vision   - de       +34 659 414532 
WhatsApp gruppe:                Zeropoint-news.com    es   +34 659 414532 
Link WhatsApp Group  https://chat.whatsapp.com/Hbn5FJoWFw5HCZHtEiU3jS 

 

Donation to run the service and webspace 
we apriciate everybodys help to go with  MAHAJYOTI VISION transformation project.. 
 Openbank:      IBAN ES04 2103 0168 2800 1007 3697  
 BIC / SWIFT:  UCJAES2M 
or PayPal:    universidad.donacion@mahajyoti.net 
 
Every donation supports the project of The New Light   -   healing and transforming mankind 
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